77 C91.18.731 nut
77 C91.18.803 nut/lug, wagon
77 C91.18.1271 gear
77 C91.18.1378 nut
77 C91.18.734 nut/lug, wagon
77 C91.18.1125 bolt; nut; split lock washer
77 C91.18.1894 nut/lug, wagon

    hook, chain (large metal rusted hook with loop at one end)
    hook, latch (metal hook with twisting handle and circle at end)
    hook (two pronged hook with circle at other end)
    hook (steel, small square handle with pointed slightly hooked end)
    Hooks (several metal rusted and in different shapes and sizes)
    hook (metal hook with square handle slightly curves at one end and additional piece added to other end)
    with pointed hook
    hardware, wagon (metal hook with circular end and threads inside)
    hook, latch frag. (rusted metal twisted body with hook at one and circular end on one end)
    hook, chain (large metal hook with chain attached, rusted)
    hook x4 (four metal hooks of differing sizes and shapes)
    hook, chain (thick metal hook with circular end)
    hook, latch x2 (metal hook with twisted body with circular end and other end with hook pointed end)
    anchor (small metal anchor piece with six petalled end and circular hoop at other end)
    hook, chain (large metal rusted hook with two chains attached on loop end)